
LEEDS  KEEP OUR NHS PUBLIC MEETING 12.7.17

Present: A, D, M , H ( part) D, G    Apologies: J, D, M, S, J

NHS NEWS:  National 
Accountable Care Systems 

People v PFI calling for safety audit 
of PFI builds

USA Grim stories re profit before 
people.  

Dangers of understaffing 

NEWS:  local 
Poss threat to minor injuries unit 
at Selby

Barnsley et al : cuts to children’s 
surgery 

Harrogate: work on  mental health 
facility  on hold 

Pinderfields looking  to set  up a 
Special Purpose Vehicle for estates 

CQC expected to  issue mid Yorks 
a warning notice re staffing levels. 

West Yorks and Harrogate 
footprint Joint CCG mtg 4th July in 
Brighouse 

Article by Sharon Brennan in the Health Service Journal 10.7 highlights that 
the 8 ACOs earmarked as starters to lead the way for the rest must assertively 
moderate demand growth and achieve a single financial control system to 
reach full ACO status by 2018. see http://tinyurl.com/ycwrv37f 

Grenfell  highlighted increased risks from toxic combination of rolled back 
regulation, over reliance on self monitoring and absence of LA oversight in 
buildings constructed “for profit”.   Fire Brigades Union supports audit.   

A noted the Washington Post printed several stories where people were 
Insurance companies refused to fund treatment but said they would fund 
assisted dying, even where people’s illness was not terminal 

Warning from Rachel Clarke in Guardian today.  She is a junior doc  and 
author of  “Your Life in My Hands” 
https://www.theguardian.com/profile/rachel-clarke2 

York Press ( 22.6)  notes that Health Watch York and its North Yorks 
equivalent have warned that the capped expenditure programme which forces 
restrictions on 14 areas in deficit will threaten waiting lists and could bring 
the closure of minor surgery units like that in Selby.

From Jan 18 children from Barnsley, Rotherham and Chesterfield  requiring 
surgery at night or at weekends are to be sent to Doncaster or Sheffield 
( designated specialist hubs)  ie. could be 30 miles from home.. 
 
£16m building work put on hold as Harrogate CCG announced a £6.5m 
deficit. Decision taken jointly by Harrogate and Tees, Esk & Wear Valley 
(TEWV) Trust, who manage NHS mental health services for the North of 
England.

Discussed insidious internal outsourcing and role of VAT regs. Same 
happening with facilities staff ( porters, cleaners etc) Hybrid version  already 
in pathology. A explained if you have a managed contract for equipment you 
can avoid VAT but the hospital is paying out to set up and manage these 
contracts. SPV staring with estates but could easily extend to facilities staff. 

A said Pinderfields not able to cope with transfers from Dewsbury and this 
partly linked with some shift of work from LGI to St. James in Leeds. 
( useful to clarify ?)  4 wards at Dewsbury Hospital which were planned for 
closure in the re-configuration are staying open. 

G reported that 8-10 campaigners attended with good representation from 
Hands off HRI and asked quite a lot of questions. Also challenged the CCGs 
to be more honest re financial drivers. They were reminded several times that 
this was a mtg held in public not a public mtg.  The 11 CCGs said they are 
not the STP but it has been agreed that they will make collective decisions on 
key areas of work and be accountable.  Reconfiguration of stroke services 
was the key item on the agenda. Andy Withers ( Bradford GP) is leading a 
stroke working group with Phil Corrigan, west Leeds CCG. Looking at 
prevention, early supported discharge and hyper acute stroke units.( HASUs) 
Stevens has said Yorks must improve outcomes. Andy said there are not 
enough staff to deliver across Yorks and outcomes better if units treating a 

http://tinyurl.com/ycwrv37f
https://www.theguardian.com/profile/rachel-clarke2


critical mass. Although a strategic case for change has been submitted, he 
said no decision yet made on future of HASUs ( although it is clear from STP 
that they are expected to reduce nos of units) He did say if  people have to 
travel further for treatment they would address car parking, out of hours 
visiting arrangements etc.  Business case being prepared for November. 
Health Watch have done a consultation exercise, mainly with people who 
have had strokes, carers and clinicians.  Their credibility as independent 
questioned by public and issues re  equality assessment raised.

Issue 
_______________
Recent Events : 

NHS Birthday 
events July 5th 

Kirkstall Festival 
sat 8th  July

Durham Miners 
Gala 

Sheffield mtg 
with cake !

Information/ Discussion 
___________________________________________________________

Went well in Leeds:.early morning outside LGI and lunchtime at St. 
James. Pic in Eve Post re lunchtime session and coverage on Made in 
Leeds TV news at 6pm and 8pm 
Pic in Keighley press of S and new MP J Grogan handing in one of our 
birthday cards. Other Airedale activists also presented cards.  M and D 
gave out birthday postcards at Pinderfields   

Leeds Hospital Alert had successful stall.  G took our placards, cards etc. 
They did a petition to Hunt

N marched with Leeds KONP flag alongside Durham KONP. HCT had 
national stall. D Kirk said Corbyn didn’t say much on the NHS.   

J spoke and G joined discussion at  Defend Our NHS Sheffield’s mtg and 
birthday celebration 3.7  

Action 
_____________

Canvassing MPs S not able to be at mtg but his roadshow suggestions circulated and 
comments noted from Colin Hutchinson who suggested informal, private 
discussions with MPs can be effective. D noted that back bench MPs have 
more power in current Govt. and suggested we start with sympathetic and 
new Labour MPs. ( need to check surgery times)Agreed we prep info on 
what needs to be done, addressing gaps and weaknesses in the LP 
manifesto, need for NHS Bill etc. Can probably use some bits from 
national KONP.  Also look at draft motions for LP branches.  Deadline is 
mid August for LP Conference. 

S and G liaise re 
draft briefing and 
circulate for 
consultation before 
next mtg. Also  

Bring draft 
motions  for LP 
branches to mtg
 

Other events:
Barnsley “May 
must go” Sat 15th 

Hands Off HRI 
protest Fri. 21.7
from 9.30am 

Leeds Scrutiny 
Board Tues. 18th  

Meeting at Leeds 
Uni in October 

Oct. 2nd protest at 
Tory Conference 
in  Manchester 

Possible gig late 
autumn 

Barnsley TUC having a ‘May Must Go’  event with stalls in the market 
this Sat. 15th including Defend Our NHS  Barnsley. . 
Still aiming for rally / march – could be in Sept. 

Their joint scrutiny board is due to discuss the business case for closures 
at Huddersfield Hospital which are even worse than expected, reducing 
HRI to a 64 bed cottage hospital. Protest at Huddersfield Town Hall.   

1.30 in Civic Hall. Open to Public 

D and A suggested it would be great if we could get Rachel Cooke 
( junior doc) to speak. There was also an excellent speaker at Sheffield  on 
wider political context who would be prepared to speak.   

Need postcard for Sept to advertise this and other events 

We discussed having a comedian, some poetry, maybe a few songs and a 
band, ideally at  Brudenell Club.  Good follow on from uni.  based mtg. 

G going on sat. 
and liaising with 
TUs & local grp  re 
rally/ march  

G taking going. 
Anyone else ?   

G probably going 

N, J, G and Kate to 
pursue 

Ask Marc & N 

Explore venue 
availability and 



PRIDE  5th Aug. . 
performers.  

Take KONP flags 

NEXT MEETINGS: WED JULY 26th 6.30 – 8pm in O’Neill’s pub side room ,  behind the Town Hall  
                                 WED  AUGUST  9th 6.30 – 8.30pm Brief mtg to keep up with action needed and
                                 informal social gathering with music. Please bring  instruments and singing voices!  
NB No mtg  planned for  23rd August but suggest meet on the first Wed in September (6th) to shorten gap. 


